When citations occur, authors tend to express their emotions implicitly, which makes it difficult to identify the sentiment of citation context. However, authors will still use specific linguistic patterns to express their emotions in citation context. This article explores the linguistic patterns of emotional expression in citation context, and on this basis recognizes the sentimental polarity of citation context. Conditional random fields (CRF) model is introduced to annotate the logical relationship between syntactic structure and vocabularies in linguistic patterns. By analysing the effect of the generated CRF templates in classifying the subjective/objective sentences and the positive/negative emotional polarity in citation context, the role of linguistic patterns in classifying the citation sentiment is discussed. Experimental results show that the CRF model based on linguistic patterns is superior to the commonly used support vector machine (SVM) model in both subjective/objective and emotional polarity classification tasks. In the SVM model, the contextual information of citation context is considered by introducing one deep learning model of Word2vec. It shows that extracting linguistic patterns from the citation context helps reflect the way in which an author organizes his/her language in expressing his/her emotions. Extracting these linguistic patterns helps improve the performance of sentiment classification of citation context.
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TRADITIONAL citation analysis mainly focuses on the citation frequency of the cited documents, but ignores the content of citation context. This makes it difficult for traditional citation analysis to effectively acquire the citation sentiment to the cited documents. Thus it is not easy to effectively evaluate the value of the cited documents. The development of natural language processing technology has greatly encouraged research on citation context analysis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The recognition of citation sentiment embodied in citation context has become an important research topic in citation context analysis. Sentiment recognition of citation context can help to reveal the motivation of researchers' citation and distinguish the value of the cited documents [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, sentiment recognition of citation context is much more complex than sentiment analysis of traditional text (such as micro-blog text). The citation context has its own characteristics. For example, when citations occur, an author usually implicitly expresses his/her emotions, especially his/her negative emotions. This greatly increases the difficulty of sentiment recognition of the cited context. How to recognize more accurately the implicit emotional tendency in citation context has become difficult in sentiment analysis of citation context.
At present, research on sentiment polarity recognition in citation context mainly focuses on the application of machine learning methods and selection of input features. Sentence subject 12 , clue words [13] [14] [15] , n-gram 16, 17 , negative phrase 12, 18 and dependency relations 18 were extracted as inputs of different machine learning models to explore the role of these features in sentiment recognition of the cited context. Referring to sentiment lexical in other fields, researchers established the sentiment lexical of citation context in order to realize the sentiment recognition of citation context 19 . Although these features extract the syntactic structure from different aspects, they are relatively isolated and fail to fully examine the context information where these features exist and the semantic information brought about by a combination of features. Some researchers confirmed that adding contextual information in the citation sentence can help identify citation sentiment more accurately, especially to improve the recognition effect of negative sentiments 18, 20 . Recently, researchers found that authors of articles often used specific linguistic patterns to express their feelings to the citation context 19, 21, 22 . The linguistic patterns in citation context reflected the way in which an author organizes his/her language in expressing his/her emotions and contributed to fully examining the context information and semantic information. However, these linguistic patterns only contain relatively simple logical relationships between features or word patterns by n-gram. For example, only the logical relationship between sentiment words and negative words was considered. If there are negative words around sentiment words, polarity will be reversed 19 . Through careful observation of the citation context, we found that there are more complex linguistic patterns in the citation context. Although no emotional words may appear in these linguistic patterns, they still show specific emotional tendencies through more complex feature combinations. In this article, we explore the complex linguistic patterns used to express implicit emotions in citation context, which include word patterns and structure patterns together, and extract the feature combination patterns in these linguistic patterns. It is hoped that through the effective expression of these complex feature combination patterns, the effect of sentiment recognition of citation context will be improved. Conditional random field (CRF) is a discriminant probability model which has been widely used in natural language processing to annotate and partition sequential data 23 . Compared with other discriminant models, the advantage of the CRF model is that it can fuse the context information of tagged data, effectively identify the logical structure between features, and take into account the complex dependencies between words 24 . Compared with hidden Markov model and other probabilistic graph models, the tag template provided by CRF has a greater ability to fuse related features, and can give full play to the advantages of multi-feature combination 25 . Therefore, the CRF model was introduced in this study to annotate the linguistic patterns in citation context, and to vectorize the logical structure between complex features in the linguistic patterns. By transforming these linguistic patterns into templates in CRF and using these templates to identify citation sentiment, we discuss the role of these complex linguistic patterns in sentiment recognition of citation context.
Data source and pre-processing

Data source
The original data used in this study are from the public data provided by Abu-Jbara et al. 12 (http://clair.si.umich. edu/corpora/citation_sentiment_umich.tar.gz). They had selected 30 articles from the ACL Anthology Network (AAN, including 19,000 Natural Language Processing (NLP) articles). These 30 articles were cited 3500 times by 1493 papers in the corpus. The citation text fragments corresponding to the 3500 citations were extracted, each of which contained four sentences: a sentence with obvious citation marks, the first two sentences before this sentence and the following one after this sentence in the citing papers. Finally, a corpus containing 3500 citation text fragments and 14,000 sentences was generated. Each sentence was marked as '1' or '0', according to whether it was helpful to sentiment judgment of the citation text fragment -'1' indicates that the sentence is helpful in identifying the citation sentiment, '0' indicates that it is not. The whole citation text fragment had two tags: (1) target tags: 1 -criticism, 2 -comparison, 3 -use, 4 -experience, 5 -basis, 6 -neutrality; (2) emotional polarity tags: 1 -neutrality, 2 -position, 3 -negative.
In the annotation of the corpus by Abu-Jbara et al. 12 , if the cited article is used by a third-party author, the cited document is marked as a positive citation. In fact, it is found that in this case the cited documents are mainly mentioned by third-party authors, which actually reflects a neutral citation. Based on this observation, we remarked the citation text fragment in the corpus. 
Data pre-processing
In the original citation text fragments, each fragment contains four sentences. Some of these sentences may not be helpful for sentiment classification of the citation text fragments. In order to improve the efficiency of subsequent sentiment classification, the sentences in the citation fragments were first pre-processed by eliminating the useless sentences. A new citation fragment corpus based on the remaining sentences was generated finally.
A. Pre-processing of raw datasets (2) Choose sentences marked '1' from each remaining citation text fragment, and form new citation text fragments on this basis. There are three types of new citation text fragments: (i) when the sentences labelled as '1' appear continuously in one citation text fragment, then all these sentences form a new text fragment together; (ii) when the sentence marked '1' does not appear continuously in one citation text fragment, it is merged with the sentence marked '0' in the middle into a new citation text fragment; (iii) when there is only one sentence marked as '1' in the citation text fragment, it is treated as a new citation text fragment.
(3) Since sentences in the citation text fragments are acquired through regular expressions, it is inevitable to obtain some sentences which do not conform to the syntactic structure (such as lack of verbs in the sentences). These sentences were deleted from the new citation fragment corpus. Finally, we obtained a corpus of 1260 citation text fragments with emotional polarity tags.
B. Pre-processing of reference marking When writing academic papers, authors usually use special formats (such as parentheses) to label references. These tags are not part of the sentence and need to be processed. The processing steps to the reference tags in the corpus are as follows:
Step 1: Simplify the tags of references as: <TREF>⋅⋅⋅ <TREF>→<TREF>; <REF>⋅⋅⋅<REF>→<REF> (where TREF denotes the target reference; REF denotes the other references).
Step 2: For the continuous occurrence of multiple reference tags, they are further processed in two ways: (i) if <TREF> exists in the continuous occurrence of reference tags, those tags that appear continuously will be replaced by <GTREF>; (ii) if <TREF> does not exist in the continuous occurrence of reference tags, these tags will be replaced by <GREF>.
Step 3: Some reference tags do not act as a sentence component in citation text fragments, which should be deleted. As shown in Figure 1 , the reference tag <GTREF> is not used as a sentence component and needs to be deleted. However, in order to not lose the location information of <GTREF>, we need to track its location by syntactic parsing tree. The location of the target reference is marked by finding the first node of the noun phrase before <GTREF>. For example, in Figure 1 , after the nearest noun 'models' to the deleted <GTREF>, a '*' symbol is added to mark the location of the target reference. In this way, the location information of <GTREF> will not be lost, and will help find the aspect words which will be used in the following feature selection and annotation process.
After pre-processing of the citation text fragments, the sentence structure in the fragments is more standardized. Then we continue to extract the features suitable for citation sentiment classification tasks from citation text fragments.
Feature selection and annotation
On the basis of examining the semantic and syntactic structure of citation context, 10 features were extracted from the citation text fragments. A combination of these features was used to represent the linguistic patterns extracted from citation context. Table 1 gives the description of 10 selected features.
In Table 1 , negative scope is considered to be one of the characteristics of citation emotional classification. The existence of negative words in sentences may reverse the emotional polarity of the text within the scope of negation. The part of a sentence that may change its emotional polarity under the influence of negative words is called the negative scope of the sentence 26 . In the task of citation sentiment classification, taking negative scope as one of the features helps identify the parts affected by negative words, which will help to effectively determine the emotional polarity of citation text fragments 12, 18, 27 . This article proposes seven rules for defining negative scope.
(1) If the main verb in a sentence is negated, the whole sentence is within the scope of negation. (2) If the negative word is located in the clause of the sentence, its influence is limited to the clause (the coordinating conjunction is used as the boundary). (3) If the negative word is located in the main sentence, the whole sentence is within the scope of negation (including clauses). (4) If the negative word lies in a clause, the whole clause is within the scope of negation, excluding the subject clause (the subordinating conjunction is used as the boundary). (5) If the subject of a sentence is in the negative range, the whole sentence is in the negative range. (6) If the object of the main verb in a sentence is negated, the whole sentence is within the scope of negation; if it is not the main verb, the object is within the scope of negation (if the object is nothing, the scope of negation is the subject and verb of the sentence). (7) If an adjective in a noun phrase is negated and acts as a predicative adjective, the scope of negation is the whole sentence; if it does not act as a predicative adjective, the scope of negation is the whole noun phrase. If <TREF> exists in a sentence, find the noun phrase where <TREF> is located and mark all the nouns in the noun phrase as aspect words; if <TREF> does not appear in the sentence but a symbol (*) does, find the noun phrase where the symbol (*) is located and mark all the nouns in the noun phrase as aspect words. Evaluation word and its polarity (a) Words that directly reflect sentiment tendencies such as adjectives and adverbs, are marked as evaluation words and labelled as positive or negative accordingly. Some verbs also have obvious sentiment tendency by modifying aspect words. These are also detected and marked as evaluation words with positive or negative polarity accordingly. (b) Some words indirectly reflect sentiment tendencies in the citation text fragments, such as some verbs. When the citing document (usually expressed in the first person, such as we, our, this paper, etc.) is taken as the subject or object and the cited document correspondingly is taken as the object or subject, the conjunctive verbs (such as use, application, etc.) between the subject and the object are extracted as evaluation words, and the polarity is marked as neutral. Adversary word Transitional conjunctions in sentences. Negative word Negative words in sentences. Scope of negation Part of a sentence that is affected by negative words and leads to a change in emotional polarity. Personal subject
Personal subject of the current document. Syntactic structure information Stanford Parser is used to obtain the following four kinds of syntactic dependencies in each sentence: subjectpredicate-object relationship of the sentence; active-passive relationship of the predicate verb; adverbadjective relationship; adjective-noun relationship. n-gram
In this work 3-gram was used because it could reflect the word patterns and capture longer technical terms, which have been demonstrated to have a better effect 18 .
A combination of these features was input into CRF to express the linguistic patterns extracted from the citation fragments. Table 2 shows the annotations and descriptions of these features in CRF. According to the features described in Table 1 , 297 aspect words, 339 evaluation words (including 176 positive words, 67 negative words, 96 neutral words), 13 adversative words and 14 negative words were obtained by tagging of the citation text fragments. Table 3 gives examples of these words.
Feature template construction
When citing other works, an author usually expresses his/her citation sentiment implicitly, especially when negative citation occurs. However, analysis of the ways in which implicit sentiments are expressed in citation texts shows that the author tends to implicitly express his/her citation emotion through specific linguistic patterns. This makes the citation sentiment classification to be closely related to the effective recognition of linguistic patterns in citation text fragments. Through analysis of citation fragments corpus, we extracted several distinct linguistic patterns that the author uses to express implicit sentiment. These linguistic patterns reflect some complex logical combinations of the features extracted in this study. In order to test the role of linguistic patterns in classifying the citation sentiment, we extracted the logical combination of the features in linguistic patterns and on this basis generated the feature templates of CRF.
In this study, a two-stage CRF model was used to identify citation sentiment in citation context. In the first stage, the citation fragments were divided into subjective or objective levels to identify the sentiment sentences in them. The second layer further classified the subjective citation fragments to recognize the implicit sentiment polarity in the citation fragments. By observing the subjective/objective sentences and positive/negative sentiment sentences, the linguistic patterns were first extracted to generate CRF templates, which were used as inputs for the two-stage sentiment classification task.
Templates for subjective/objective classification
Three hundred citation text fragments with subjective and objective tags (ratio 1 : 1) were randomly selected. The subjectivity of citation text fragments was expressed by the following four linguistic patterns:
(1) FP + ISW + ISA (subject is the current citing literature + neutral evaluation word + aspect word). Based on the above four linguistic patterns and other features that can be used for subjective/objective classification, we designed eight feature templates which have progressive and comparative relationships. When designing feature templates, if a feature is added to reduce the classification accuracy of the current template, it will not appear in the next feature template; if the two feature Word + part-of-speech; evaluation word On the basis of S 0 , the features of evaluation words are added. S 2 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + evaluation word On the basis of S 1 , the features of aspect words are added. This template is used to test the co-occurrence relationship between aspect words and evaluation words. S 3 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word
Compared with S 2 , the characteristics of evaluation words are replaced by the polarity of evaluation words. The template reflects the co-occurrence of aspect words and the polarity of evaluation words, and ISP/NOP + ISA pattern. S 4 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word; the person of subject
On the basis of S 3 , subject personal characteristics are added to reflect the FP + ISW + ISA pattern. S 5 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation; person of subject On the basis of S 4 , the negative range feature is added to reflect the ISW + ISE + ISA pattern. S 6 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation; the person of subject; syntactic structure information On the basis of S 5 , the features of syntactic structure are added to reflect the subject-predicate-object relationship between sentences and words, the active-passive relationship between predicate verbs, and the modifier relationship between adjectives and adverbs. S 7 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation; person of subject; 3-gram On the basis of S 5 , the 3-gram features are added to reflect the influence of relation between the front and back of words on the classification effect. Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word
On the basis of P 0 , the features of aspect words and the polarity of evaluation words are added. This template reflects the co-occurrence relationship of aspects and the polarity of evaluation words and the ISP/NOP + (ISW) + ISA pattern. P 2 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word; person of subject
On the basis of P 1 , the feature of person of subject is added to reflect the FP + ISW + ISA pattern. P 3 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + negative word
On the basis of P 1 , negative words are added to reflect their effect on polarity classification. P 4 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation
On the basis of P 1 , the feature of negation scope is added to reflect its influence on polarity classification and the ISP/ISW + ISE + ISA pattern. P 5 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation; adversative word
On the basis of P 4 , adverbial words are added to reflect their effect on polarity classification.
Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation; syntactic structure information
On the basis of P 4 , the features of syntactic structure are added to reflect the subject-predicate-object relationship between sentences and words, the active-passive relationship between predicate verbs, and the modifier relationship between adjectives and adverbs. P 7 Word + part-of-speech; aspect word + polarity of evaluation word + scope of negation; 3-gram
On the basis of P 4 , the 3-gram features are added to reflect the influence of relation between the front and back of words on the classification. templates are comparative, the template with poor classification effect will not appear in the next feature template. Table 4 shows eight feature templates that were finally generated.
Templates for sentiment polarity classification
One hundred and fifty subjective sentences with sentiment polarity category labels (ratio between positive and negative is 2 : 1) were randomly selected. It was found that most of the positive or negative sentiments were expressed by the following seven linguistic patterns in citation text fragments. For sentences with positive sentiment:
(1) FP + ISW + ISA (subject is the current citing literature + neutral evaluation word + aspect word). Based on the above seven linguistic patterns and other features that can be used for polarity classification, eight feature templates with progressive and contrastive relationships were designed. Table 5 describes the eight feature templates for polarity classification.
Experimental results and discussion
Compared to the actual and predicted category results of the experimental samples, the experimental samples could be divided into four groups, viz. true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN). Table 6 shows the calculation on TP, FP, TN and FN. Based on TP, FP, TN and FN, we calculated three indices of precision (P), recall (R) and F 1 -score (F 1 ) to detect the classification performance.
Fivefold cross-validation was used to determine the final value of P, R and F 1 . Table 7 shows the final experimental results for subjective/objective classification. The three consecutive values in the cell correspond to: subjective classification result (objective classification result) [average value]. The average value is for subjective and objective classification results obtained under a template. The values shown in bold are the maximum in each column. Figure 2 shows the curve of classification results in a more intuitive manner. Because the values of the three indices of P, R and F 1 calculated under each feature template are very close, the three curves are basically the same; but this does not affect the comparison of classification results under each feature template. Since the index F 1 is the comprehensive result of P and R, the value of F 1 was used to analyse the performance of subjective/objective classification under different CRF templates.
Experimental results for subjective/objective classification
It can be seen that F 1 increases rapidly from template S 0 to S 5 . It decreases slightly under S 6 and reaches a maximum under S 7 . Compared with S 0 , the increase of F 1 under template S 1 indicates that the evaluation words added in S 1 can assist in performing the subjective/objective classification. The value of F 1 increases from S 1 to S 3 , which indicates that the co-occurrence of aspect words and evaluation words is helpful for classification, and it is more important to examine the polarity of evaluation words than whether these words appear. The value of F 1 keeps increasing from S 3 to S 5 , indicating that the linguistic patterns extracted from the citation text fragments are of great significance to classify the subjective/objective citations. Also, the more perfect the linguistic pattern is, better will be the classification performance. The classification performance of S 6 decreases slightly, indicating that the information added by the syntactic structure may interfere with the existing features. F 1 reaches its maximum value under S 7 , showing that adding 3-gram features to linguistic patterns is more conducive to subjective/ objective classification. Because CRF obtains the best performance under S 7 , this has been chosen as the final template for subjective/objective classification.
Experimental results for sentiment polarity classification
Based on the constructed CRF feature templates for polarity classification, we identified the citation sentiment polarity of subjective sentences. Table 8 shows the experimental results for sentiment polarity classification. The three consecutive values in the cell correspond to: positive classification result (negative classification result) (average value). The average value is for positive/ negative classification results obtained under a template. The values shown in bold are the maximum in each column. Table 8 shows that under each template, the classification performance of positive citation is significantly higher than that of negative citation, which makes it unreasonable to use the average value of positive and negative classification results to evaluate the classification performance. Here, the performance of positive and negative classification has been discussed under different templates to observe their influence on sentiment polarity classification. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of positive and negative classification respectively. Also, the value of F 1 was used to analyse the performance of positive/negative classification under different CRF templates. The results show that in positive and negative citation classification, the change trend of F 1 values under each template is basically the same. P 1 -P 4 are the feature templates constructed on linguistic patterns. The value of F 1 increases rapidly from P 1 to P 4 , which indicates that feature combination based on linguistic patterns still plays an important role in citation polarity classification. Compared with P 1 , the decrease in F 1 under P 2 shows that the person-subject feature added in P 2 has little effect on polarity classification. From P 3 to P 4 , the value of F 1 increases significantly, indicating that negative cue information is important in citation polarity classification. In addition, relative to 'whether there are negative words', 'whether they are within the scope of negation' is more important for negative cue information. The decrease in F 1 under P 5 to P 7 indicates that adding the features of adversative words, syntactic structure and 3-gram cannot further complement the templates generated by linguistic patterns. Since the performance of polarity classification under P 4 reaches its peak, this is chosen as the final template for CRF polarity classification.
Classification results based on support vector machine model
Support vector machine (SVM) model is one of the classification models which has been widely used in classifying the citation sentiment of citation context [28] [29] [30] [31] . In the present study, the SVM model was used to make a comparison with the proposed CRF-model to detect whether the CRF-based classification model could better identify the sentiment of citation text fragments. Word2vec, a deep learning model was introduced to distribute citation text fragments to generate structured vectors, which would be the input for SVM. Word2vec can realize the vectorization of words on the premise of considering the semantic, grammatical and contextual information of words 32 . The advantage of examining the context information of words makes Word2vec popular in topic detection 33 , automatic summarization 34, 35 , sentiment analysis 36 and other application fields 37 . Therefore, by inputting the structured vectors generated by Word2vec, the classification model of SVM can contain as much semantic information as possible. The process of using Word2vec to generate the vectors of citation text fragment is as follows: the stop words were first deleted from the citation text fragments. The other words were trained into word vectors with different dimensions by Word2vec to detect the best dimensions of word distributed expression using Word2vec. Then, the vectorization of citation text fragment was obtained by linear superposition of word vectors located in the citation text fragment. The vectorized citation text fragments were input into the SVM model to complete the classification task. Two different kernels of linear and RBF were used in the SVM model to ensure a better classification effect. Table 9 shows the results of subjectivity/objectivity and sentiment polarity classification of citation text fragments using the SVM model. The results show that in subjective/objective classification, performance of the SVM model based on RBF kernel function is better than that based on linear kernel function. While in sentiment polarity classification, classification effect of the SVM model based on linear kernel function is better than that based on RBF kernel function.
The best classification results based on the SVM model were extracted and compared with those based on the CRF model to explore whether the latter model has more advantages in classifying citation sentiment. The optimum experimental results of the two models correspond to the following experimental conditions:
(1) Subjective/objective classification: SVM (RBF kernel function, 50 dimensions); CRF (template S 7 ). (2) Polarity classification: SVM (positive citation: RBF kernel function, 100 dimensions; negative citation: linear kernel function, 500 dimensions); CRF (template P 4 ). Table 10 shows the optimal results of SVM and CRF models under subjectivity/objectivity and sentiment polarity classification. The CRF model is superior compared to the SVM model in both subjectivity/objectivity and sentiment polarity classification. In subjective/objective classification, F 1 value of CRF model is 10.2 percentage points higher than that of the SVM model; in classifying positive and negative citations, the F 1 value of CRF is 2.6 and 10.4 percentage points higher than that of SVM respectively. This shows that the study of linguistic patterns and negative scope is more helpful to reveal the implicit sentiment tendencies in citation context. The CRF model can effectively express the more complex logical relationship between features in linguistic patterns. It also helps in sentiment recognition and classification of citation context.
Conclusion
Citation sentiment classification is one of the basic approaches of citation context analysis. It can excavate the citation motivation of authors and help generate more scientific abstracts. Authors of citing articles often express their citation sentiment implicitly in the citation context, which increases the difficulty of sentiment recognition and classification of citation context. Analysis of citation context showed that an author usually expresses his/her sentiments implicitly through certain linguistic patterns. These linguistic patterns contain more complex logical relationships among words. On this basis, we have used the CRF model in this study, which can effectively annotate the sequential patterns in natural language. The CRF model was used to annotate the linguistic patterns appearing in the citation context, and to reflect the complex logical relationship among words in these patterns. On these annotated CRF templates, the classification of subjectivity/objectivity and positive/negative polarity of citation context was realized, and the influence of linguistic patterns on citation sentiment recognition was discussed.
The experimental results show that the CRF model achieves better results in both subjective/objective classification and positive/negative polarity classification compared to the SVM model. It shows that the combination features based on linguistic patterns are more helpful in identifying the implicit sentiments in citation context. Although the input fragment vectors in the SVM model also fuse the context information of citation context as much as possible, the recognition performance of citation sentiment is lower than that of the CRF model. This indicates that the extraction of linguistic patterns in citation context and the use of CRF to achieve the expression of more complex logical structures in these patterns can better capture the language organization patterns used by the authors, thus helping to identify the implicit sentiments in citation context.
